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Abstract: This study aims to explore, examine, and describe manifestations of the Momosad cultural values in agricultural production systems. This research involves qualitative methods. Data collections are through field observations, personal interviews, documents and literature studies. Data analysis included data collection, reduction, display and its interpretation. The research findings show that Momosad cultural values have been actualized in the form of Genuine-Momosad, Semi-Momosad and Non-Momosad. These forms prevailing in the rural communities by implementing any labor-wage systems, the wage level are paid based on the degree of difficulty work and types of kinship work. In order to support any agricultural development, these cultural values should be strengthened.
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INTRODUCTION

Cultural values is always passed on from one generation to the next, these are interpreted and implemented in accordance with the social development of communities. Actualization of these cultural values is the legitimacy of communities to their cultural values. Cultural diversity and cultural existency in the community are tools that can be used in improving the human life and social performances. Along with the community development, usually the cultural values have changed naturally [1-5].

In agricultural activities in the Bolaang Mongondow, people implementing any Momosad cultural values, that promotes work-together and synergistic cooperation in cultivating their plantations and their agricultural lands. These Momosad cultural values have been transformed with the times. According to Soemantri B [6] the development of social cultures are ongoing for a long time and usually can be recognized in people’s lives. Therefore we need studies any manifestations of Momosad cultural values after experiencing changes with the times, without leaving means of the cooperation values and mutual assistance in the agricultural production activities [7-10].

"Momosad” is derived from the “Mo” (it means to carry out or to do somethings) and “Posad” (it means expectation or rewards). These rewards can be "labor or wages", so Momosad can be interpreted as a form of cooperation activities involving 3-10 people in a working group with a certain remuneration or reward system. At the current time, Momosad forms existing in people’s lives is gardening Momosad, marriage Momosad, disaster Momosad, and gathering Momosad (it involves money or goods). These each Momosad forms suggest the different meanings. The farming Momosad is carried out in a land clearing activities, land preparation and soil tillage, planting of crops, cropping management, harvesting of crops in accordance with the tradition of communities [11].

For the Bolaang Mongondow people, Momosad culture is the ancestral heritages and is continued to be implemented till the current times. Until now, the Momosad culture can still survive in people life; still contain the cooperation values, economic values, and friendly values. The Momosad cultural values is able to survive and providing the working-spirits in farming communities, in this Momosad culture contained synergistic cooperation values for the common goals [12-16].

The organized Momosad is the common activity performed with a good planning, as the wedding event involving many people (tens to hundreds of people), the

activities is bringing money and food to be cooked and eaten together in the communal space. Thus Momosad contains the spirit of cooperation consensus, economic benefits and social benefits. This activity continuously rotating until all members have turn Momosad. The values of benefits are received by all members based on consensus, so that they are able to preserve their cultural Momosad until now [17]. For example, spontaneous cooperation, without coercions, and takes place in the daily people’s lives.

Momosad activities have been originated from farming activities in the past, when people are still applying the shifting cultivation system. Every group of people who will open the lands, they invite their friends, their relations, and neighbors to open a new land, because their old lands are no longer productive Sudjarwo [18]. The plantation are drylands planted with plantation crops, like coconut, chocolate, coffee, clove, corn, soybeans, peanuts, chilies and vegetables. Rice fields are irrigated lands that gets enough water so it can be cultivated for rice-plant [19]. The Mongondow communities began to recognize the types of agriculture crops from the time of the Spanish have come into Indonesia, and their farming activities became more systematic when the Dutch colonial period. In this colonial period, many European capital owners have developed the large plantation by clearing forest lands and various plantation crops were planted [20]. Business developments with large-scale plantation of commercial crops have prompted the emergence of cultural values that are more oriented on economic benefits.

Development of the Mongondow Bolaang communities have been followed by any changes in their farming systems, from the subsistence-oriented multicultural system to meet the needs of their own household, becoming a monoculture farming system oriented to the needs of commercial market. To produce agricultural products, formerly done by working together with the rotation labor systems; but at the present time and in the larger-scale of farms the rotation labor systems or working group systems have been changed into the wage-system. This wage-system is a payment on the overall work is based on agreement between land owners and worker or working group [21-24].

Momosad activities usually associated with farming activities, wedding party, celebration, disaster mitigation, and other family events. Momosad activities not only help each other in various communal activities, but it also means the social interactions in improving any kinship relations, such as traditional visiting each and others, so that the values of cooperation and friendships can be preserved. Activity of Momosad contains the noble’s values that had been embedded for generations. The values actualized as a way of life, are deliberation values, dependency values, concerning values, cooperation values, and economic values [25-28].

Purpose of this study was to analyze actualization of Momosad in agricultural production and its benefits, knowing the Momosad types in rural communities and its sustainability in the future.

METHODOLOGY

This research was conducted in the Dumoga sub-district, Bolaang Mongondow. This area is the center of rice production, which is in the villages of North Mopugad, Konarom, Doloduo and East Tapadaka. Field study used the qualitative approaches, which are oriented to the cultural forms of Momosad adopted by local communities in their farming activities. Resource persons (key informants) included farm workers, owner of the rice field, owner of plantation, local formal leaders, and traditional leaders. Data and information were collected by field observations, interviews with key-informants to reach the saturation of informations, documentation collection (secondary data) and literature studies. Data analysis followed the method of Miles M.B. and Huberman A.M. [29], which consists of three activities, namely, data collection, data reduction, data display and conclusion. Validation of data and informations were done by means of continuous observations, triangulation and discussions with resource persons who know the Momosad implementation in farming activities [30].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Implementation of the Momosad in Agriculture Production Activities

The Dumoga communities implemented Momosad cultural values in their farming activities in their plantation lands, drylands and paddy lands. These Momosad cultures for the Dumoga communities, from the past until now, are very necessary because by implementing the cooperation works they can increase the farming productivity [31-34].

Implementation of the Momosad culture depends on the type of work, volume of work, and the difficulty of the work. Rice crops production activities or plantation gardening involved Momosad with varying numbers of members to work. The member of working group depends on the level of difficulty of work and volume of work. Activity of weeding or soil cultivation, repair of paddy field ridge, repair of drainage / irrigation channel, establishing nurseries and planting of rice seedlings, are categorized as Genuine-Momosad, because they still use their own family labor and no more than three people labor with the usual wages are less than Rp. 75,000.

The Semi-Momosad is implemented in the activities of soil tillage in paddy farming, maintenance of rice crop and manure transport to the lands. These activities used a number of labor and their wages about

Comparative advantages, sustainability of prospects of the Momosad development

Sustained production of members of the community to carry out the development projects, the results of this development project is to fulfill the needs of food and cloths, to avoid the shortages and food insecurity. The Dumoga region is able to produce rice to meet the needs of the surrounding communities, as well as the farm products are capable to generate significant local revenues. This area has the potential to be developed into the largest rice producer in the region of Sulawesi, the availability of labor becomes one of the supporting factor in agricultural production. Comparative advantage of labor is closely associated with the traditional Momosad culture containing the values of work-spirits / motivation, cooperation spirits, and dependence among members of the working group. Similarly, in the production of plantation crop, plantation management to put forward the principle of mutual cooperation with the wage system is well organized [41-43].

**Table 1: Classification of the Momosad in Agriculture Production Activities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Classification of Momosad</th>
<th>Activities in Rice Production</th>
<th>Activities in Plantation</th>
<th>Number of labor</th>
<th>Cultural values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Genuine Momosad</td>
<td>Cultivation and weeding, ridge land border, irrigation channel, planting dan nurseries</td>
<td>Crop Planting</td>
<td>1-3 persons</td>
<td>Coppertion, family friendly, dependencies, work-spirits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Semi-Momosad</td>
<td>Paddy soil tillage, cropping cultivation, and transportation.</td>
<td>Land clearing, soil tillage, cultivation</td>
<td>1-3 persons</td>
<td>Cooperation, dependencies, work-spirits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Non-Momosad</td>
<td>Crop harvesting</td>
<td>Crop harvesting</td>
<td>5-10 Persons</td>
<td>Work spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Research findings, 2014

**Benefits of the Momosad in farming systems**

Crop production in the rice fields and plantation, if it involves Momosad would be easier done quickly, timely and efficient; so that contract work can be continued in next farming activities [40]. Momosad contained the values of synergistic cooperation, and the principle of mutual benefit. In a cooperation activities embodied the values of mutually benefits among members of the community to carry out the development projects, the results of this development project is to fulfill the needs of food and cloths, to avoid the shortages and food insecurity. The Dumoga region is able to produce rice to meet the needs of the surrounding communities, as well as the farm products are capable to generate significant local revenues. This area has the potential to be developed into the largest rice producer in the region of Sulawesi, the availability of labor becomes one of the supporting factor in agricultural production. Comparative advantage of labor is closely associated with the traditional Momosad culture containing the values of work-spirits / motivation, cooperation spirits, and dependence among members of the working group. Similarly, in the production of plantation crop, plantation management to put forward the principle of mutual cooperation with the wage system is well organized [41-43].

**Prospects of the Momosad Development**

There are several factors that support sustainability of Momosad cultural values, namely

- Human resources that has a very high work-spirits, multicultural society consisting of Javanese, Balinese, Mongondow and Minahasa. These tribes suggested the very high work-spirits. This has encouraged the development of Dumoga region as the major rice producer in northern Sulawesi.
- Land resources that are suitable to be managed, fertile soil, sufficient land areas, sufficient water resources for rice production, and the drylands can be cultivated with the kinds of economic crops. Therefore, government is expected to develop the strategic plan for agricultural development, the spatial zonation for cultivation of food crops, tree crops, forestry and others.

**CONCLUSION**

The Momosad forms in farm production of paddy and plantation fields can be classified into

- The Genuine Momosad, that puts the friendlu kinship principles,
- The Semi Momosad, that puts the cooperation and dependence principles,
- Not Momosad, that more concern with the economical values.

Transformation of the Momosad cultural values in farming activities has been able to increase agricultural productivity and can compete with any agricultural products from outside the region. The comparative advantages is the availability of sufficient manpower with adequate wage systems, and a very high work-spirits among the farm labor.

The supporting factors of the actualization of Momosad cultural values in any farming activities are the availability of land resources and its suitability to be managed in any farming systems.
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